Micro Basketball Tear Down Notes and Instructions
1). Ball cages
a). Both ball cages are stored in the FLC, under the stage. If you are facing the stage, they go in the
2nd door from the end, on the right side of the stage.
2). Sand Bags
a). Each sand bag weights 60 pounds, so only help here if you can lift that much weight
b). Each cart holds 6 bags of sand
c). 3 bags go on the bottom, two the next row, and 1 on the top. This keeps the
pressure on the sides of the cart to a minimum.
d). Do not make sharp turns, the carts can tip with the sand in them (360 lbs).
3). Basketball Goals
a). All goals, FLC and Rec Center, are stored on stage in FLC
b). FLC goal storage process
1). All goals are stored on the south (right as you face) end of the stage, facing
away from the FLC oor
c). Rec Center Goal storage process
1). All goals are stored in the middle of the FLC stage
2). Each goal should face the back wall, as far back as possible.
3). Each goal must have 1 bag of sand on them, the goals cannot stand on
their own.
Process for Tear Down of Basketball Goals
1). FLC
a). Remove all bags of sand (3) from each goal to a cart
b). Wheel goal to stage and put goal up on stage, locations described above
c). FLC goals do not need sand bag for support to be stored
2). Rec Center
a). Basketball Goals in Rec Center cannot stand without 1 bag of sand on
them. This is important to remember for safety!!!!!!!!!!!
b). It is best for two people to work on 1 goal
1). One person holds goal while one person removes last sandbag
c). If at all possible, do not set goals on oor, rim down. This can damage rim
and/or backboard apparatus.
d). Wheel goals into FLC from Rec Center
1). It is easiest to pull goals
a). Hold poll to pull, don’t hold backboard apparatus, for
safety. The goals are adjustable and you can su er
signi cant injury holding any part of backboard apparatus
b). Wide turns are necessary to get through hallways.
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e). I (Director) will be in FLC to take goals from oor to stage.

